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Having need of rest after the battle of Druid’s Rock, your party finds slumber easily 

amidst the forests surrounding Druid’s Rock. Even those who normally do not sleep, suddenly 
succumb to an almost alluring sense of rest. The sleepless skeleton Shawn, being the last to 
sleep notices strange things afoot. Not only is it strange for him to fall asleep, but he notices the 
eyes of those around him asleep, to be open and pulsating with energy.  

The entire party, now having fallen asleep, is witnessing a vision of great power 
unfolding before them. The vision swirls and travels, crossing over all the lands of Telios, each 
time stopping for a few short moments at certain landmarks or cities. Each time it stops you 
notice towers crumbling, screams erupting, fire spreading, blood and death flying into the 
midnight sky, everywhere it stops more death and horror awaits. Each time, horrendous demons 
of old chasing down the beings of new, and each time laying waste to all living things of the 
land. Where they strike, death and ruin remain making the land of Telios a dark and evil land.  

It is at this moment a voice beings to speak, dark and bellowing it speaks in the common 
tongue.  
 
“Death was once the end, but now it is the beginning for it awaits all living upon the planet you 
petty mortals reside. Whether cursed or forsaken, whether South or West, whether human or 
not, you shall all perish. You beings of new, the ones who have slain my first disciple, you have 
only seen the start of what is to come!”  
 

The vision slowly continues it process as it goes off into lands you know not of, of 
countries and continents filled with all manner of beings. Each time, the death spreading faster 
and faster. Eventually the vision zooms out to show you the entirety of the planet, showing you 
a burning ball of death and despair. Every member of your party awakes suddenly, filled with a 
sense of fear. It is then that you notice certain members of your party are missing…  

And that, is where we shall pick up on this week’s D&D session.  


